Design | Technology
Shower drains

Be inspired
I-Drain offers ingenious and innovative drains that elegantly handle the water in your walk-in
shower.
I-Drain realizes an astonishing low built-in height of 54 mm for its Linear drains, floor finish
excluded. This minimal built-in height is particularly useful in renovation and new build projects.
The innovative value of I-Drain finds its’ tangibility in the pre-glued collar, the gratings which
are adjustable to tile thickness and the tile frame which ensures an accurate and safe positioning
of the tiles against the drain. Ingeniousness is shown in its’ ability to fit tiles of all sizes and in
the fact that the floor slope is to be constructed in only one direction. This drain contains a
removable and dismountable siphon – with strainer – and has a seamless body. These features
enable ultra-efficient maintenance.
I-Drain is high-tech shower design, developed by craftsmen to be innovative, user-friendly and
flexible.
I - Drain, inspires and innovates walk-in shower design.

Endless
combinations

Built-in height

54mm

Innovative removable

siphon
with strainer

The solution

for a barrier-free
installed shower

built-in height

54mm

floor finish excluded

The advantages
• Reduction of built-in height to 54mm
I-Drain realizes a very low built-in height reaching 54mm for the Linear drains and 57mm for the
Chape drains. This minimal built-in height is particularly useful in new build projects and renovations.

Built-in height =
height drain
+ height tile slope
+ height waste pipe slope

}

min 1%
min 1%

While calculating the total built-in height of your walk-in shower, you have to take into account
several key factors: the height of the drain, the slope of the tiled floor and the slope of the waste pipe.
The sum of these elements gives you the total built-in height.
• A standard capacity starting from 26,4 l/m
Despite its minimal built-in height, I-Drain is able to absorb large volumes of water. An I-Drain containing
one siphon offers a guaranteed capacity of 26,4 l/m. A model containing a double siphon is able
to absorb 45 l/m. By coupling these drains, their combined capacity is elevated, enabling them to
absorb extremely large water volumes.
• Drainage of water seeping trough deteriorated tile seams
If, after years, the seams between the tiles might begin to deteriorate, there is a possibility that the
water seeps trough onto the waterproof membrane beneath the tiles. I-Drain is developed in such a
way that this water is guided back into the drain.
*Attention: the tile adhesive has to be spread out into the direction of the drain.
• Height adjustable gratings
	Each of our gratings comes with an integrated tile frame and riser blocks. Differences in height

between tile and grating are nullified after tiling by using the riser blocks. The tile thickness can vary
between 3mm and 30mm. The tile frame ensures that a cut and sharp tile can be set up in an
accurate, save and aesthetic way.

The construction

LINEAR DRAIN

CHAPE DRAIN

For effectively waterproofing the drain, by gluing the

Our Chape drains contain an especially developed water

waterproof collar to the drain, the gluing surface, of the

retaining structure which eliminates every risk on leakage

drain and of the collar, has to be free from grease and dust.

because it manages to keep the water inside the drain, even

This is nearly impossible in an area where particles of dust

without attaching a waterproof collar. The 4,5cm stainless

and grease are abundant e.g. on a dusty construction site.

steel flange guarantees you that, if required, a watertight

I-Drain has solved this problem by pre-gluing the Linear

membrane can be attached to the drain according to

drains’ collar to the drain during the production process.

standards. The Chape drain is sanded and will attach perfectly

Because of the pre-glued collar, the installation process is

to every kind of screed because of its’ raw surface.

reduced in time and a 100% watertight drain is guaranteed.
The Chape drain has a built-in height of 57mm (floor finish
The Linear drain has a 54mm built-in height (floor finish not

not included) and is available as a door drain or a wall drain.

included).

• 100% watertight because of the pre-glued collar.

• A 57mm built-in height.

• A 54mm built-in height.

• A stainless steel flange of 4,5cm.

• An installation assistant for a fast and accurate

• Sanded with a raw surface.

		 installation included.

• Immediate tiling.

		 (= I-Buddy + tile mold)

• Available as door drain or wall drain.

Chape D

Chape M

54mm
built-in height
floor finish
excluded

Gratings
For every drain, you can choose your favorite grating. All gratings are compatible with
all drains. Each grating consists of two complementary parts: a tile frame and a finishing
profile. The tile frame is adjustable to the tile thickness, even after tiling and it ensures an
accurate, safe and aesthetically perfect finishing with cut tiles.
Every grating can be personalized using one of our finishing profiles, which are visualized
beneath.

Plano mat

Plano POLISHED

LEVEL-3

TECHNIC

TILE

GLASS

black

white

Product features
•
•
•

A 54mm deep drain for a significantly reduced built-in height.
Default capacity starting from 26,4 l/m (single siphon)
and 45 l/m (double siphon).
Height adjustable and customizable gratings.

• 100% watertight because of the pre-glued collar and
deep-drawn drain tray.

• I-Buddy installation assistant for a fast and accurate installation.
• Water seal recovery.
• I-Slope is an external, sloped plate which makes the installation
of your walk-in shower easy.

*not included with the drain but can be acquired separately.

•
•
•
•

Constructed out of high quality stainless steel (316 and 304)
and ABS.
Create an endless drain by using our drain connectors.
A removable siphon for thorough cleaning.
I-Cube and I-Lock for your comfort.

The advantages

Pre glued collar
I-Drain differentiates itself from other drains by integrating
an ingenious pre-glued collar. This intelligent construction
is a highly effective solution for covering leak-sensitive areas.
By adding an additional ‘corner piece’, the more delicate corners
are made waterproof.
*This pre-glued waterproofing collar guarantees a waterproof area directly surrounding the
drain. The total shower space needs to be made watertight by using an external standard waterproofing rug, which needs to be attached by the installer.

I-Buddy
I-Buddy is a polystyrene bloc that guarantees an accurate
and correct setup of your drain. It settles the surface, absorbs
unevennesses and offers you a point of reference to level off
any surplus screed. Its’ setup speed and accuracy will increase
significantly.

I-Slope
I-Slope is an installation assistant which is compatible with
our Linear drains. By using an I-Slope installation kit you
quickly create a shower floor containing a predefined slope.
The construction of I-Slope results in a practical, ready to tile,
walk-in shower. I-Slope is constructed out of point pressure
resistant material.

Water seal recovery
Situation with lowered water seal (situation 1)

The buffered water gradually trickles towards the siphon (situation 2)

Our patented buffering system, which buffers water and than
gradually releases it to refill the siphon, ensures a guaranteed
recovery of the water seal after showering.
Alongside you will find a clarifying figure:
• This drains’ water level is too low (situation 1).
• The water buffers kept some water from getting trough
and now gradually release this water trough a little
channel in the middle of the drain (situation 2).
• The buffered water gradually trickles towards the siphon,
completely recovering the water seal (situation 3).

Required level of the water seal (situation 3)

Endless combination possibilities

I-Drain is available in 7 default sizes which can be combined
by 2 types of connectors: a straight connector and a 90°
angle connector. This offers you maximal and endless
combination possibilities.
*for Plano mat and Plano polished

Tip I-Cube
On top of the detachable siphon with strainer, I-Drain
has developed a maintenance cube. The I-Cube
effectively tears down excess foam and keeps filth
from attaching to the drain.

The flexibility

Materials
The I-Drains’ tray is deep-drawn out of one piece using
stainless steel which makes it easy to clean this drain.
I-Drain continuously selects sustainable materials of
the highest possible quality.
• Drain – stainless steel 316
• Grating – stainless steel 304 (optional 316)
• Siphon and grating supports – ABS
*Have a look at the technical data for an overview of all available
materials.

Height adjustable
grating
Each of our gratings comes with an integrated tile frame and
riser blocks. Differences in height between tile and grating
are nullified after tiling by using the riser blocks. The tile
thickness can vary between 3mm and 30mm. The tile frame
ensures that a cut and sharp tile can be set up in an accurate,
save and aesthetic way.

Riser blocks for different tile tickness

Removable
siphon
The siphon has been approved by Kiwa according to
the EN1253 standard and is easily pulled out of the
drain, enhancing thorough cleaning. Most of the
filth is already gathered by the removable strainer
which keeps your siphon from clogging.

Tip I-Lock
I-Lock provides a cap to lock off the drain from the
sewer during a long period of absence or inactivity. I-Lock is
particularly useful while taking a long vacation, in an empty
apartment or in empty rental homes.

Be inspired
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The details

LINEAR

In this exploded view you can see how each component of the Linear drain contributes
in generating a full-fledged, flexible and easy to clean drain. You can see where our
riser blocks can be attached (3). In between the different parts of the siphon, the strainer
appears (8). All different parts are listed below.

1	GRATING(FINISHING PROFILE/ TILE FRAME)
2 SUCTION NAP
3 RISER BLOCKS
4 WATER BUFFER
5 I-CUBE HOLDER
6	GRATING SUPPORT

7 PREGLUED COLLAR
8	siPHon/STRAINER/SEALANT RING
9	OUTER SCREW PART
10 INNER SCREW PART
11 CONNECTOR
12 I-BUDDY

LINEAR
LINEAR 54

Linear 54 · 1 or 2 Siphons
54mm built-in height*

LINEAR 72

Linear 72 · 1 or 2 Siphons
72mm built-in height*

* Floor finish excluded

De details
details van
The

CHAPE
In this exploded view you can see how each component of the Chape drain contributes in
generating a full-fledged, flexible and easy to clean drain. You can see where our riser
blocks can be attached (3). In between the different parts of the siphon, the strainer
appears (8). All different parts are listed below.

1	GRATING(FINISHING PROFILE/TILE FRAME)
2 SUCTION NAP
3 RISER BLOCKS
4 WATER BUFFER
5 I-CUBE HOLDER
6	GRATING SUPPORT

7 STAINLESS STEEL FLANGE OF 4.5 CM
8 siPHon/STRAINER/SEALANT RING
9	OUTER SCREW PART
10 INNER SCREW PART
11 CONNECTOR
12 SEALANT RINGS

CHAPE
chape 54
CHAPE D 54 - 1 or 2 siphons
57mm built-in height*

CHAPE M 54 - 1 or 2 siphons
57mm built-in height*

chape 72
CHAPE D 72 - 1 or 2 siphons
75mm built-in height*

CHAPE M 72 - 1 or 2 siphons
75mm built-in height*

* Floor finish excluded
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Chape M/D 54
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CHAPE M/D 72

Square

Material
Stainless steel -

Stainless steel -

Stainless steel -

Stainless steel -

1,25mm

1,25mm

1,25mm sanded

1,25mm sanded

1,25mm

Grating

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Inner screw part

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon

Nylon

Outer screw part

ABS PC

ABS PC

ABS PC

ABS PC

ABS PC

Siphon

ABS

ABS

ABS

ABS

ABS

Sealant ring

Silicone

Silicone

Silicone

Silicone

Silicone
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0,44 l/s - 0,75 l/s 0,47 l/s - 0,82 l/s

0,44 l/s - 0,75 l/s

0,47 l/s - 0,82 l/s 0,44 l/s - 0,75 l/s

Dimensions
72mm

57mm

75mm

65mm

Floor finish excluded

Floor finish excluded

Floor finish excluded

Floor finish excluded

Floor finish excluded

60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 100 -

60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 100 -

60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 100 -

60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 100 -

110 - 120

110 - 120

110 - 120

110 - 120

90 - 100 - 110 - 120

90 - 100 - 110 - 120

90 - 100 - 110 - 120

90 - 100 - 110 - 120

60x60

Length of drain

Length of drain + 33mm

Length of drain + 33mm

Length of drain + 99mm

Length of drain + 99mm

Total + 60mm

Width of grating

55mm

55mm

55mm

55mm

-

Water seal height

30mm

50mm

30mm

50mm

30mm

Output

40mm - 2x40mm

50mm - 2x50mm

40mm - 2x40mm

50mm - 2x50mm

40mm - 2x40mm

Tile thickness floor

from 3mm to 3cm*

from 3mm to 3cm*

from 3mm to 3cm*

from 3mm to 3cm*

from 3mm to 1,2cm

Tile thickness wall

from 5mm to …

from 5mm to …

from 5mm to …

from 5mm to …

.

.

.

.

Length grating (cm)

.

.

54mm

Built-in height

.

.

Capacity
9mm water column

.

.

Stainless steel -

Drain

.

.

Linear 72

.

1siphon / 2siphons 1siphon / 2siphons 1siphon / 2siphons 1siphon / 2siphons 1siphon / 2siphons

.

.

.

.

30x30 - 45x45 - 60x60

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*Depends on the
chosen grating

Article numbers

Article number

Description

Linear 54
1 siPHon

2 siPHons

ID4M06001…1

-

Drain 600mm with collar, waste 40mm

ID4M07001…1

-

Drain 700mm with collar, waste 40mm

ID4M08001…1

-

Drain 800mm with collar, waste 40mm

ID4M09001…1

ID4M09002…1

Drain 900mm with collar, waste 40mm

ID4M10001…1

ID4M10002…1

Drain 1000mm with collar, waste 40mm

ID4M11001…1

ID4M11002…1

Drain 1100mm with collar, waste 40mm

ID4M12001…1

ID4M12002…1

Drain 1200mm with collar, waste 40mm

Linear 72
1 siPHon

2 siPHons

ID5M06001…1

-

Drain 600mm with collar, waste 50mm

ID5M07001…1

-

Drain 700mm with collar, waste 50mm

ID5M08001…1

-

Drain 800mm with collar, waste 50mm

ID5M09001…1

ID5M09002…1

Drain 900mm with collar, waste 50mm

ID5M10001…1

ID5M10002…1

Drain 1000mm with collar, waste 50mm

ID5M11001…1

ID5M11002…1

Drain 1100mm with collar, waste 50mm

ID5M12001…1

ID5M12002…1

Drain 1200mm with collar, waste 50mm

Chape M 54
1 siPHon

2 siPHons

ID4ZSM06001…1

-

Chape Drain wall 600mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSM07001…1

-

Chape Drain wall 700mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSM08001…1

-

Chape Drain wall 800mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSM09001…1

ID4ZSM09002…1

Chape Drain wall 900mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSM10001…1

ID4ZSM10002…1

Chape Drain wall 1000mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSM11001…1

ID4ZSM11002…1

Chape Drain wall 1100mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSM12001…1

ID4ZSM12002…1

Chape Drain wall 1200mm without collar, waste 40mm

Chape M 72
1 siPHon

2 siPHons

ID5ZSM06001…1

-

Chape Drain wall 600mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSM07001…1

-

Chape Drain wall 700mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSM08001…1

-

Chape Drain wall 800mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSM09001…1

ID5ZSM09002…1

Chape Drain wall 900mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSM10001…1

ID5ZSM10002…1

Chape Drain wall 1000mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSM11001…1

ID5ZSM11002…1

Chape Drain wall 1100mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSM12001…1

ID5ZSM12002…1

Chape Drain wall 1200mm without collar, waste 50mm

Article numbers
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Chape D 54
1 siPHon

2 siPHons

ID4ZSD06001…1

-

Chape Drain door 600mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSD07001…1

-

Chape Drain door 700mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSD08001…1

-

Chape Drain door 800mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSD09001…1

ID4ZSD09002…1

Chape Drain door 900mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSD10001…1

ID4ZSD10002…1

Chape Drain door 1000mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSD11001…1

ID4ZSD11002…1

Chape Drain door 1100mm without collar, waste 40mm

ID4ZSD12001…1

ID4ZSD12002…1

Chape Drain door 1200mm without collar, waste 40mm

Chape D 72
1 siPHon

2 siPHons

ID5ZSD06001…1

-

Chape Drain door 600mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSD07001…1

-

Chape Drain door 700mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSD08001…1

-

Chape Drain door 800mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSD09001…1

ID5ZSD09002…1

Chape Drain door 900mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSD10001…1

ID5ZSD10002…1

Chape Drain door 1000mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSD11001…1

ID5ZSD11002…1

Chape Drain door 1100mm without collar, waste 50mm

ID5ZSD12001…1

ID5ZSD12002…1

Chape Drain door 1200mm without collar, waste 50mm

Square
ID4MSQ03001A1

Square drain 30x30, without collar

ID4MSQ04501A1

Square drain 45x45, without collar

ID4MSQ06001A1

Square drain 60x60, without collar

Legend (…)
X

Without grating

A

Grating Plano mat

F

Grating Plano polished

Z

Granting Level-3

D

Grating Technic

Y

Grating Tile

T

Grating Glass black

S

Grating Glass white

Article numbers
Grating Plano mat
IDRO0600A

Grating Plano mat 600

IDRO0700A

Grating Plano mat 700

IDRO0800A

Grating Plano mat 800

IDRO0900A

Grating Plano mat 900

IDRO1000A

Grating Plano mat 1000

IDRO1100A

Grating Plano mat 1100

IDRO1200A

Grating Plano mat 1200

Grating Plano polished
IDRO0600F

Grating Plano polished 600

IDRO0700F

Grating Plano polished 700

IDRO0800F

Grating Plano polished 800

IDRO0900F

Grating Plano polished 900

IDRO1000F

Grating Plano polished 1000

IDRO1100F

Grating Plano polished 1100

IDRO1200F

Grating Plano polished 1200

GRATING LEVEL-3
IDRO0600Z

Grating Level-3 600

IDRO0700Z

Grating Level-3 700

IDRO0800Z

Grating Level-3 800

IDRO0900Z

Grating Level-3 900

IDRO1000Z

Grating Level-3 1000

IDRO1100Z

Grating Level-3 1100

IDRO1200Z

Grating Level-3 1200

GRATING TECHNIC
IDRO0600D

Grating Technic 600

IDRO0700D

Grating Technic 700

IDRO0800D

Grating Technic 800

IDRO0900D

Grating Technic 900

IDRO1000D

Grating Technic 1000

IDRO1100D

Grating Technic 1100

IDRO1200D

Grating Technic 1200

Grating TILE
IDRO0600Y

Grating Tile

600

IDRO0700Y

Grating Tile

700

IDRO0800Y

Grating Tile

800

IDRO0900Y

Grating Tile

900

IDRO1000Y

Grating Tile 1000

IDRO1100Y

Grating Tile 1100

IDRO1200Y

Grating Tile 1200

GRATING GLASS
IDRO0600T

Grating Glass black 600

/

IDRO0600S

Grating Glass white 600

IDRO0700T

Grating Glass black 700

/

IDRO0700S

Grating Glass white 700

IDRO0800T

Grating Glass black 800

/

IDRO0800S

Grating Glass white 800

IDRO0900T

Grating Glass black 900

/

IDRO0900S

Grating Glass white 900

IDRO1000T

Grating Glass black 1000

/

IDRO1000S

Grating Glass white 1000

IDRO1100T

Grating Glass black 1100

/

IDRO1100S

Grating Glass white 1100

IDRO1200T

Grating Glass black 1200

/

IDRO1200S

Grating Glass white 1200

Accessories
Strainer
ID000004AM
ID000005BJ

Strainer 40mm
Strainer 50mm

Tube of silicon grease
ID00GRE001

Tube of silicon grease

Grating connector straight
ID000007S3
ID000007S3G

Grating connector straight 10cm, mat
Grating connector straight 10cm, polished
available for 40mm drain and 50mm drain

Grating connector 90°
ID000009C3
ID000009C3G

Grating connector 90° (10cmx10cm) mat
Grating connector 90° (10cmx10cm) polished
available for 40mm drain and 50mm drain

Riser blocks
ID000007BB
ID000007AF

Riser blocks 2,5mm (12 pieces)
Riser blocks 5mm (24 pieces)

Waterproofing RUG
IDM000005
IDM000030

Waterproofing rug 5m
Waterproofing rug 30m

Mounting hook
ID000002MB

Mounting hook (2 pieces)

I-Cube holder
ID000007AU
IDICUBE004
IDICUBESHO

I-Cube holder (2 pieces) (40mm drain and 50mm)
I-Cube packed per 4 pieces
I-Cube display box

Connector
IDMOF0040
IDMOF0050

Connector 40 (5 pieces)
Connector 50 (5 pieces)

i-buddy
Available on demand / Please mention the article number of the drain when
ordering

i-lock
ID000007AI
ID000007AJ

I-Lock 40 Incl. sealant ring
I-Lock 50 Incl. sealant ring

Water buffer
ID000007AG

Water buffer (2 pieces)
only available for 40mm drain

Suction nap
ID00SUN001

Suction nap

CUSTOMISED MEMBRANE DISPENSER
CMD0300

Customised membrane dispenser
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